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Gratings for all industries

Long lifespan

De Boer Staal has an excellent reputation as

Offering a wide range of gratings and stair treads
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is a leading company in the European grating
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specialists in applying protective powder coatings
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and stainless steel, cutting welding edges at

engineering, offshore, shipbuilding, transport and

have a Qualisteelcoat certificate. Rotocoat also

a range of angles and cutting steel strips to size

industry at large. Staco also focuses on product

provides liquid paint systems in combination with

and bevels. De Boer Snijbedrijf also supplies

innovation and development, mainly with regard

hot-dip galvanising. The clients come from many

certified cut components that have been checked

to architectural applications.

different sectors, with the major customers being

and assessed by surveyors from accredited

the building industry and industry at large.

inspection organisations such as Lloyds Register

Advanced computerised equipment using robot

and is authorised to re-mark materials. De Boer

technology guarantees a high quality in design,

Customers can make use of the Rotocoat

Snijbedrijf works for clients in several branches.

production and delivery. This way not only

transportation service. Materials up to 3.5 m

standard products but also special designs and

wide and 25 m long are transported without

As De Boer Staal and De Boer Snijbedrijf are all

complex notches are efficiently produced. Staco

any difficulty. Rotocoat is also the right place for

located in Uitgeest, joint projects are carried out

can supply any type of high quality grating.

degalvanising, minor additional assembly work

quickly and efficiently. Modern machines cut and

and special coatings.

saw steel to measure and shot blast and apply

Staco is developing into a sparring partner for

anti-corrosion treatments such as red lead primer,

customers. Sophisticated project engineering

The Duplex Route, the total concept for hot-dip

Sigmaweld or other paint systems. By combining

and project management have led to various

galvanising and powder coating, offers the most

multiple processes, it is possible to offer customers

innovative grating applications. Staco has

durable form of protection in the fight against

a high quality integrated service.

production plants and sales offices in the

steel corrosion. Rotocoat provides the Duplex

Netherlands, Belgium, Germany and England and

Route in line with NEN 5254 and NEN-EN 15773.

in several Eastern European countries, such as

This provides materials with a longer lifespan

Poland and Bulgaria.

and as powder coating is available in virtually
any colour, the result is not only durable but also
stylish in appearance.

Service and quality

Always an effective solution

Duplex Route: 1 + 1 > 2
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